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SUMMARY
For the improvement of large-scale electronic publications, such as encyclopaedic reference
works,we propose an object-oriented document model that in addition to the SGML-structured
text corpus represents other access structures, in particular a fine-grained, highly structured,
tightly interconnected network of domain-specific objects and facts. The paper presents strate-
gies and tools for efficient acquisition of the desired object network into an Editor’s Workbench.
The application context is the Dictionary of Art, to be published as a print edition by Macmillan
Publishers Ltd. in 1996.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The increasing volume and complexity of hypermedia publications require multiple means
of accessing the information contained in them. These include powerful and flexible brows-
ing, navigation, and retrieval mechanisms [1]. A comprehensible and appealing presentation
of the search results is equally important. It is our belief that a combination of improved
search techniques and dynamic generation of graphic and text presentation of the retrieved
information will be required to achieve better electronic publications. This will only be
feasible, however, if the machine-accessible resources from which the retrieval results
are drawn contain fine-grained, highly structured, and tightly interconnected information
units. To represent these information units and the relations between them, we propose an
object network consisting of different typed nodes and links whose properties, restrictions,
constraints, and rules are formally described.

At GMD-IPSI one of the main applications of the publication development environment
is a prototype version of an Encyclopaedic Hypermedia Reference Work on Art History.
This endeavor is part of the RACE Europublishing project R 2024 whose primary goal
is to promote advanced communications in Europe. The machine-readable texts forming
the database for the production of the electronic prototype are provided by one of the
participating partners, Macmillan Publishers Ltd., who intend to publish a 34 volume print
Dictionary of Art in 1996.
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It is our task within the Europublishing project to explore the requirements of a dis-
tributed publication environment suitable for the development of large-scale hypermedia
reference works, to focus on novel tools, and, in particular, to build an Editor’s Workbench.
One of our research goals within the Dictionary of Art project is to develop strategies for
efficient acquisition of the required objects and the links between them.

This paper focuses on the structure of the object network and on the acquisition process
of the Dictionary of Art articles into the Editor’s Workbench. Before that, we will address
some aspects of the application and of our publication environment.

2 CONTEXT OF THE ACQUISITION PROCESS

Macmillan Publishers Ltd. announced The Dictionary of Art as the most comprehensive
reference work on art to date, with an array of over 7,000 contributors and more than 50
editors involved in its preparation. It will consist of 35,000 articles of which, for example,
21,000 are biographies, 3,000 articles deal with sites and cities, 1,100 with forms of art and
styles. It is not our intention to build off-the-shelf tools for the production of an electronic
Dictionary of Art; we do intend, however, to investigate the problems involved in producing
an object network representing a document of such a scale. We expect the number of nodes
and relations that need to be built up and maintained to be in the order of 1,000,000, as
we plan to represent not only the articles as a hierarchy of SGML elements, but to build a
network that also contains relevant facts on art history.

To cope with the tasks of the required scale and granularity, we propose an automatic
process that extracts information from all types of available electronic material prepared for
the conventional publication; in addition to the marked up dictionary articles, this includes
authority lists and index terms. Through this import process we gain a skeleton of the
object network consisting of Dictionary of Art articles and art history objects, such as
art styles, artists, and works of art. Because the results of this automatic process cannot
satisfy the requirements of a professional publication, intellectual control and editing of
the extracted facts will be necessary. We consider the network skeleton as a starting point
for an iterative process that comprises intellectual control and refinement as well as further
import processes.

Our design of system tools and their use is guided by the following principles:

1. The system has to control the consistency and completeness of the network in a way
that editors can easily comprehend and where they can change the system’s decisions.

2. The editors need to view the object network in a way that offers adequate insight for
their different tasks and, at the same time, allows direct manipulation of the object
contents.

To support the innovative editorial tasks involved in the control and enhancement of
the object network, we augmented the publication environment by developing a special
component for the Editor’s Workbench, which is called PooH, the Pilot Object-Oriented
Hypernet Editor. PooH is a tool to check and edit the network of extracted domain-specific
objects. Its main functionality is presented in a paper on an earlier version, which was
implemented to support the construction of terminology networks [2].

Figure 1 shows the most important components of our publication development envi-
ronment and illustrates the context in which the acquisition process operates. The Editor’s
Workbench offers SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language) interfaces for input
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Figure 1. Components of the Publication Development Environment

and output of documents [3]. The SGML output can be used for the generation of different
publication products (e.g., print publications, CD-ROM versions, online delivery). Inter-
nally, SGML elements are mapped to objects in order to represent the text of the article
within the network. In the following sections of this paper, we present a more detailed
picture of some aspects of the acquisition process.

3 STRUCTURE OF THE OBJECT NETWORK

Conventional publications of the size and quality of the Dictionary of Art are thoroughly
planned ventures. Detailed editorial guidelines are laid down to ensure overall consistency
of the printed work. Although originally not meant to control the electronic publication
process, these guidelines constitute the basis for the formal specification of content and
styles for the electronic reference work. A number of these guidelines can be expressed as
behavioral specifications of the entities and their relationships and are used to control the
network automatically. To do so, we identify relevant object types, properties, constraints,
and rules and describe them formally in order to determine their update behavior. For this
purpose, we use SFK (Smalltalk Framekit), an object-oriented modelling tool which was
developed at GMD and offers a wide spectrum of features to make model descriptions
operational. Thus, the resulting schema specification can be immediately used as prototype
implementation. All persistent objects are represented by frames that are instances within
a Smalltalk class hierarchy. A frame consists of a set of slots, each containing a number
of values. The slots are associated with a description expressing the rules for the value
updates which are triggered when the value set changes. The slot descriptions are defined
at the class level and are structured according to different semantically classified facets
[4]. At present, the schema of the Dictionary of Art object network consists of more than
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Figure 2. The Dictionary of Art object network

200 frame classes and 800 slot descriptions. Although technically there is only one huge
network of objects of different types, it is sensible to identify subnets that reflect different
aspects of the reference work (Figure 2).

The whole of the object network represents domain-specific knowledge and consists of
the article network and different access structures comprising conceptual networks, index
terms, figures, and bibliographic data. In addition, we are building a network of art history
objects. Each object can be considered as an entry to stored information because it points to
all its related objects. All relations between shared persistent objects have a declared inverse
relation and thus are accessible from both sides. In the following sections we describe the
different subnets shown in Figure 2.

3.1 Article network

The article nodes contain the article text and management information that helps to control
the editorial process and keeps track of the steps performed. The article content will be
represented as a tree of objects representing SGML elements (indicated by triangles in
Figure 2). In addition to the hierarchical relations between the SGML elements, there
are cross reference relations to other article nodes and figure reference relations to figure
elements. Cross references and figure references are explicitly coded because they are part
of the access structure within the printed book. The index volume is another type of access
support prepared by an indexer marking text positions or text passages within dictionary
entries. This makes it relatively easy to link the text elements to the index items (see below).

To utilize these more or less explicitly marked up elements would provide for reasonably
good access to the electronic work, but it does not exploit the potential of the object-oriented
approach for building and controlling a fine-grained web to improve access to the stored
information. To weave the web more tightly, we intend to make use of art history objects
or concepts mentioned in the text, such as works of art, galleries, artists, or art styles. It
is one of the primary tasks of the fact extraction to identify the object referred to and to
connect it to the corresponding text element. The layout-directed codes for italics and caps
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in conjunction with certain guidelines (e.g., the quotation of works of art) can be taken as
indicators for fact recognition. Direct access from an object to all the text positions where
it is mentioned is a fringe benefit of inverse relationships.

3.2 Figures

Figures are, in most cases, pictures of works of art. The figure objects hold information on
these figures, such as the figure identifier, its measures, caption, and source. Figure objects
point to the figure elements in the article text. The figures have been indexed by an editor for
content, so that we can establish relations between the figure objects and the index items.
In addition to these stored relations, SFK supports implicit or virtual relations like figures
associated with the same index term which are computed on the fly from the sequence of
relations indexterms and figures. If a figure pictures a work of art, a direct connection can
be established to the corresponding object within the subnet of domain-specific objects.

3.3 Bibliographic data

Bibliographicreferences are attached to the articles. Because they have their own properties
(author, title, etc.), they are modelled as a frame class of their own. An advantage of
maintaining the inverse relationships, as mentioned above, is that it points to all their
associated articles; such an index does not exist for the printed work.

3.4 Index items

Macmillan have built up a database to support intellectual indexing which we use for
creating the network of index items. Index items have different levels (e.g., Picasso, Pablo
/ collections / paintings) which are mapped to a hierarchical relation between index item
objects. If an index item has the same name as a domain-specific object, the connection
can be traced dynamically if it is needed.

3.5 The Dictionary of Art concept network

Conceptual knowledge can support access and search strategies. This is why we consider
the conceptual network as a central component for the improvement of search results. It is
more effective to connect the concepts by familiar thesaural relations. For the construction
of this network we use Macmillan resources, a glossary of technical terms relating, for
example, to materials, techniques, subject matters, styles and movements, and a list of
synonyms as well as the commercially available Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT)
[5]. It is expected that the AAT will not be applicable to the concept network without
modification; therefore, we will use the AAT terms and their relations as mere proposals.

The Editor’s Workbench contains special support for modelling conceptual networks
[6] comprising special classes, relations, and rules being developed into a configurable tool
for the generation of application-specific terminologyclass definitionsand slot descriptions.
It will support co-existing, but interlinked, conceptual networks.

3.6 Network of domain-specific objects

In the application of the Editor’s Workbench to the Dictionary of Art, the domain-specific
network represents objects and facts relating to the art history discipline. Examples of
object types are person, role, location, nationality, period, movement, and art style. Facts
include such things as the influence between art styles and periods during which particular
artists flourished. They are stored as property values.
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Numerous concepts, such as the role concept painter, architect, designer, art collector,
have instantiations (i.e., a person that plays this role or a number of them). The role concept
objects belong to the conceptual network, whereas the person objects belong to the domain-
specific network. The interrelation between the two types is modelled as a link of the type
role, which in turn can be interpreted as an instantiation of the role concept. This link object
stores all the information concerning the role-specific aspect of a person.

There are domain-specific objects that represent concepts, such as an art style like Arts
and Crafts Movement, which at the same time are historic phenomena associated with
specific facts and technical terms of the art history sublanguage. The existence of these
two different aspects is reflected in the description of each by an object of its own. The
object has properties such as time span, representatives and influence, whereas the concept
is interlinked with other concept nodes by thesaural relations. If they share the name, the
relation between both objects can be derived dynamically.

4 CREATION OF THE OBJECT NETWORK

In principle, an object network can be created from scratch by using the hypernet editor
(PooH). As already pointed out, the huge amount of machine-readable material prepared
for the conventional publication of the Dictionary of Art, is an obvious means for building
the object network.

The Dictionary of Art articles do not exist in SGML format, but are prepared for
typesetting according to Macmillan guidelines and are encoded with proprietary layout-
directed markup. There are two ways to implement the import of these texts into the Editor’s
Workbench:

1. to use a general SGML-tagging tool to convert the articles into marked up text and
a SGML translator for transforming SGML elements into persistent objects of the
object network;

2. to develop a dedicated solution using even more general parsing and translation tools
(like lex and yacc) to combine the two steps into one. The SGML-conformant output
of the Editor’s Workbench will then be generated from the object network.

At present, we are experimenting with both approaches to examine their advantages
and drawbacks in terms of their implementation effort, reusability, performance, and cor-
rectness, but for the purposes of this paper we concentrate on the second approach only.
Within this framework, the publisher’s articles containing the layout-directed codes are
used as a source for fact extraction. As an illustrative example for this paper we select
the transformation of the Dictionary of Art biography head into object representations,
including their interconnections.

The biography head is a particularly well-structured densely phrased piece of text that
contains the essential facts of a person’s life. There are detailed rules laid down in the
publisher’s editorial guidelines on how to construct this introductory part in order to offer
the readers of the print product a compact and consistent formulation that will allow them
to grasp the most important facts about a person at first glance. An example is given in
Figure 3.

The established structure is well adhered to, with only a few exceptions. Its different
units are presented in a fixed order: it begins with a line of classification and organization
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<u1>P020642/28 00 01/Plaw, John
<H1>Plaw, John</H1> (<f2>b<f1> Putney, London,
<f2>bapt<f1> 8 Jan 1745; <f2>d<f1> Charlotte Town, PEI,Canada,
24 May 1820). English architect. Plaw started out ...

Figure 3. Beginning of a Dictionary of Art biography with proprietary markup

information, which is followed by the headword (i.e., the name of the person described),
place and date of birth and death, and a short definition phrase stating his/her nationality,
and occupation or function within the world of art history. Each of the three units is
also composed according to detailed editorial guidelines, but, of course, remains a natural
language expression with its inherent ambiguity. In general such phrases would require
natural language analysis. As the context and its function are, however, well-defined in the
biography head, pattern-oriented parsing of the surface structure is sufficient for our needs.
For this purpose we use a general conversion tool (XGrammarTool) which we will briefly
describe in the following section.

4.1 Conversion tool and process

We developed the XGrammarTool to facilitate the implementation of parsing and translation
processes. It is a Smalltalk-based toolkit and contains a general top-down parser for user-
specified grammars that can be written in a BNF-like language. It provides a user interface
for interactive writing, modification, and testing of grammars with a graphic browser and
debugger and can also animate the parsing process for debugging purposes (Figure 4).

Figure 4. The browser of the XGrammarTool
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[addressedPerson: [givenNames: <<John >>;
lastName: <<Plaw >>;];

dateOfBaptism: 8. January 1745;
dateOfDeath: 24. May 1820;
doaArticle: [areaCode: ’28’,’00’;

articleNumber: ’P020642’;
articleType: #biography;
file: ’doa04/P020642.d’;
sfkValueClass: DoABiography;];

isDeclaredAsArtist: true;
nationality: ’English’;
placeOfBirth: [

sfkName: ’Putney’;
sfkValueClass: DoALocation;

partOf: [
sfkName: ’London’;
sfkValueClass: DoALocation;];

placeOfDeath: [
sfkName: ’Charlotte Town’;
sfkValueClass: DoALocation;
partOf: [

sfkName: ’PEI’;
sfkValueClass: DoALocation;
partOf: [sfkName: ’Canada’;

sfkValueClass: DoALocation;]]];
roleConcept: ’architect’;]

===> ->DoAPerson: John Plaw

Figure 5. The Result of the parsing process

The grammar definition is a formal description of the structure of the expected input.
Grammars also contain the scanner definition, which describes the lexical analysis. Each
grammar is represented as an object (i.e., an instance of some subclass of the class XGram-
mar) and can therefore take advantage of object-oriented programming and inheritance
mechanisms. This approach guarantees a seamless extensible interface to any application
object network. For this reason, the XGrammarTool offers method ports for calling arbitrary
Smalltalk methods. Method ports are special kinds of terminal elements, which contain the
procedural parts of the grammar rules. This gives full programming capabilities to the
grammar designer for accessing and modifying the object network. Because method ports
allow the complexity of the syntactic control structures to be neglected, they facilitate the
exploitation of the parsed information. A further advantage is that parsing and transforma-
tion can be done in one step instead of the usual procedure: building the syntax tree and
then passing it to the transformation process for evaluating and creating the target objects.

Figure 4 shows the browser opened on the grammar written for the conversion of the
biography head. At present, this grammar consists of 53 rules whose names are shown on
the left hand side. The rule selected concerns the text fragment containing birth location
and date. It is displayed in BNF notation on the top and as a syntax diagram in the centre
of the picture. The figure is a snapshot taken during an animation of the parsing process
where the input text being parsed is shown at the bottom.
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Figure 6. A view of the network editor of PooH

The rule displayed consists of two parts, location and date, where the date can either be
the date of birth or, introduced by a special indicator (parsed by the rule baptId), the date
of baptism. Rules marked by a hash sign are names of Smalltalk methods which are, in this
example, used for the semantic qualification of the location as a location of birth, and of
the date as either date of birth or baptism.

The result of this parsing process is an intermediate data structure, that is, a template
containing the information to be stored persistently in the network. The template of our
example biography head looks like this (Figure 5):

In evaluating this template, the object network is first searched for the person addressed.
If it does not exist, a person object of the same name is created, and if it exists, it will be
used as the target object. In both cases, all the other values of the template are rendered,
so the object can add them to the associated slots. If, for example, the string painter is
rendered to the person object to be added to the slot roleConcept, the defined slot rules
cause the creation of the role object and the links to (and from) the person object and
the role concept object. As all the specific semantics of the object behavior are part of
the data model, all the declared semantic checks and inference procedures are performed
during each update operation, regardless of whether they are invoked by a batch process
or interactively. Figure 6 shows a view of the network editor opened on the objects created
from this template.

A system has to guarantee a consistent state of the network; therefore, SFK supports
atomicity of transactions. This means that a set of operations, including the commit phase
of the persistent storage interface of the Editor’s Workbench, has to be performed as a
whole or not at all.
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It is obvious that the batch mode requires no interruption of the import process. There-
fore, inconsistencies between the growing network and incoming data are recorded and left
for later resolution. These messages are not kept as mere text, but are stored as complex
objects that allow for adequate handling of the errors later in the editing process.

5 CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

The Dictionary of Art application is exemplary in its character and is not aimed at producing
a commercially available product. Our research focuses on the representation, acquisition,
and editing support of meta-information needed to enhance dictionary access structures on a
conceptual level. We stated that to improve the quality of large-scale electronic publications
fine-grained, highly structured, tightly, and consistently interconnected object networks are
required that represent text as well as facts on its content. In this paper we discussed some
methods and tools for automatic fact extraction that we developed to tackle a venture
of this size. We feel that synergy is to be gained by the combination and integration of
complementary approaches.

Fast full text retrieval as developed within the Oxford English Dictionary project using
SGML-structured text remains one of the vital requirements to deal with large-scale text
corpora [7]. We use the INQUERY system of the University of Massachusetts to enhance
the Editor’s Workbench with an advanced information retrieval engine [8], expecting that
combining probabilistic methods of full-text retrieval with conceptual knowledge and
domain-specific facts will support the end users with more adequate search facilities.

In the future, we intend to integrate other approaches and techniques. For improved
fact extraction and the presentation of search results we combine efforts with the computer
linguistics department at GMD IPSI in order to explore the advantages of natural language
analysis and text generation [9,10]. Because these large networks can only be built through
collaborative efforts, the integration of a cooperative version support is also necessary
[11]. As a distributed object-oriented database, we intend to connect VODAK [12] to the
persistent storage interface of the Editor’s Workbench.

By building such a comprehensive system, it is our long-term goal to arrive at well-
founded estimates of the cost involved in building the proposed object network and the
benefit to be gained by applying it to electronic publishing.
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